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Our next club meeting is: 
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The Impact of CG on the Stability 
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Aircraft - By Aldo Agostini 

Reminder that your OMFC club 
membership needs to be renewed for 
the 2022 year if you want to fly now! 

Your project committees have been busy developing proposals for the three main projects, but rest assured, no 

changes will be made until they are brought before the members for a vote. 
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Club Meeting Summaries 

 The February 7th. meeting was held online via Zoom only, due to the current pandemic 

restrictions. Rick Wilson, our President, chaired the meeting starting at 7:35 p.m. At the peak of the 

meeting there were 18 attendees. As two officer positions were still not filled at the November AGM 

and the subsequent December and January meetings, a call was made for anyone interested in 

standing for the positions (Social Director & Fliteline Editor). Aldo Agostini, who currently holds the 

field manager’s position, decided to step down from this position as Umberto Di Marco said he 

would be willing to fill this position. This meant that Aldo could focus on the CFI position which he 

had also be looking after. As no other members came forward for this position, Umberto was 

acclaimed and joins the executive. Jim Daly said he would be willing to take on the social director 

position, and as there were no other takers, he was also acclaimed and also joins the executive. No 

one came forward to take over the Fliteline Editor’s position, so this will again be on the agenda next 

meeting. (Ed. Note:  You may have noticed that there have not  been as many issues lately) 

 The Secretary/Treasurer (yours truly), reported on the financial situation. Not much changed 

from last report. Lower membership continues to be a problem with renewed members at 60, 

although they are trickling in and a couple of new members joined. A reminder that you cannot fly at 

the field until you are renewed. Committees have not yet met for the various projects, but 

anticipated very shortly. 

  

 The March 7th. meeting was held online via Zoom and in person at the usual meeting location, 

the Unifor Hall, which is the first time in two years. Rick Wilson, our President, chaired the meeting 

starting at 7:37 p.m. At the peak of the meeting there were 13 attendees (9 virtually and 4 in person). 

No one came forward to take over the Fliteline Editor’s position, so this will again be on the agenda 

next meeting (doesn’t anyone want to take over this position?). 

 Membership has reached 64, with about 15 more members expected to renew for this season. 

Committee meetings expected to start next week for the various projects. Dates for future events 

were discussed (see last page for those determined so far). These events will be planned in 

expectation that they will indeed be able to be held, but of course are still subject to any last minute 

changes due to pandemic restrictions (if any). 

From the Archives 
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Committee Reports on Field Improvements - By Aldo Agostini 

 First and foremost, I’d like to thank the committee members for volunteering and taking the time to 
help with one of the committees investigating possible improvements to our field.  Three committees were 
then created for each of the incentives and at this moment, Aldo Agostini, is chairing each of the three 
committees.  As one improvement could impact others, it was thought best that all three committees would 
meet at the same time but that members of each of the committee would investigate the improvement in 
detail separately and report back to the collective group.   

 From a survey that was taken last year, there were three incentives that the club wished the 
committees to look into: 

 
  

 While at this time, no final decisions have been made by the committees for presenting to the club, 
many discussions have occurred with regard to the improvements mentioned above.  If all three incentives 
were to move forward, then the picture below would likely be the new look to our field.  Once again, I must 
iterate that no improvements will occur (building a new shelter, electrical or geotextile runway) until voted 
on by the membership.  However, with that said, it is in the best interest of the club, as mentioned this past 
year by many flying members that the flight line be restored back to its original position.  As such the moving 
of the old shelters to a new location is a must so that we comply with MAAC minimum safety distance of 
30m for spectator line to flight line if we wish restore the flightline.  This can occur before the official start of 
the flying season at minimal maintenance repair cost so that at a minimum a shelter is available for the 
membership as summer approaches. 

Improvement Committee Members 

Shelter Aldo Agostini, Umberto DiMarco 

Electrical for the field Steven Goldring, Denis Loo, Alvaro Morales, Rick Wilson 

Geotextile Runway Adam Foreman, Wajeeh Khan, Pete McKenzie 
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cont... Committee Reports on Field Improvements - By Aldo Agostini 

 While the picture is not to scale, only locations are marked to make clear the possible locations of 

certain improvements.  At the moment, we have requested a quote from the city of Milton regarding 

installing of an electrical line into our shed.  With that said, we are looking at other options, such as solar and 

wind power that could be added to the roof of the new Shelter if need be.  As you can see from the picture 

above, the membership is best served by returning the flight line back to previous years location and this 

simply requires the relocation of the older shelter and moving back slightly the north most corner of the 

spectator line and making the flight line and spectator line parallel to each other (ie. Blue line at corner of 

new shelter to shed). 

 Furthermore, contact has been made with the city to clear out more brush area (depicted above also) 

independent of the improvements to make the landing approaches wider to allow more visibility and safety 

for aircraft landings and takeoffs. 

At the moment, discussions have been centered on prices, pros and cons regarding the following:  

 Shelter Improvement 

a) Build our own (Someone in the club would need to volunteer - at the moment we don’t have anyone - if 

interested please contact one of the executives.) 

b) Get a prefabricated Shelter and put it together ourselves (wood or metal).  

c) Hire a contractor to build one for us. 

d) Replace the old canopies with a larger cover and make one big shelter with the ones we have.   

e) Simply buying new canopy shelters and/or add newer canopy shelters to the existing ones we have. 
 

Electrical Improvement 

a) City to install electrical to shed-requested quote from city already.  At the moment, we are still awaiting 

a response. 

b) Solar Power or wind power, place on top of new shelter or have a separate container near the shed. 

c) Buy a second or third portable gas generator and place them in the shed for use of our members. 
 

GeoTextile Runway Improvement 

Place a strip of geotextile between the flight line and the grass runway (depicted above) to coexist with 

the current grass runway.  This improvement would not only bring us at par with the other clubs but also 

provide shorter take-off distance, accommodate smaller wheeled aircraft, while at the same time allowing 

our current operations to be unhindered.  Two possible sizes were discussed at the last meeting and their 

cost to install and maintain.  The two sizes are 24 ft x 300 ft or 29 ft x 300 ft. 
 

 Once the committees have reviewed each of the ideas and approved them, these recommendations 

will be passed onto the members via presentations where the members can vote on approving the building 

of the improvement and selection of the best option that would provide the greatest benefit to the club. 

Aldo Agostini, Committee Chair (CFI - OMFC) 
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Impact of  CG on the Stability/Flight Performance of  Aircraft - by Aldo Agostini 

 Whether you fly R/C, Control Line, Free-Flight or Full Scale aircraft, stability/balance is very 
important with regards to flight performance of the aircraft. Keep in mind as well that a properly 
balanced airplane will fly better too.   

 When we talk about aircraft stability and getting the best flight performance out of our aircraft, 
most flyers will talk about the location of the CG in terms of the longitudinal axis (ie: a straight line 
through the prop hub and the endpoint of the fuselage - also I will call it the centerline at times) of an 
aircraft.  If the CG is too far forward, the aircraft is nose heavy, it will still fly but it will require more 
elevator movement to compensate and if it’s too tail heavy, well, you may only get the one flight out 
of it.  It most cases when we build an aircraft, whether from a kit or an 
ARF, we only need to follow the manufactures instructions.  The 
manufacturers have built in enough safe guards that the aircraft will fly 
as it should baring pilot error.  We often forget about the other axes and 
sometimes we may even be guilty of not checking the lateral axis 
balance of our aircraft before our first flight.  That is balancing the 
aircraft on its nose and tail to see if one wing dips and adding weights 
to compensate if necessary.  Furthermore, we normally never check 
how far down vertically the CG is from the longitudinal axis (not even 
sure how to check it) as it is believed to have very little impact on the 
stability of the aircraft. 

 According to the Pilot's Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge (PHAK), the stability of an 
aircraft refers to lateral, longitudinal and directional stability of an aircraft. Though we fly remote 
control aircraft, the principles in place for real aircraft still exist and should be taken into 
consideration when building or modifying your aircraft (ie. changing wheels to floats). 
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cont….Impact of  CG on the Stability/Flight Performance of  Aircraft 

 As we have learned over the years, weight and the aircraft’s center of gravity are important in 

the stability of your aircraft and dictating how well it will fly.  Ideally, most rc planes are the most 

stable in level flight when the CG of the aircraft is exactly on the centerline of the aircraft and closest 

to the thickest part of your main wing in simple terms. While the aircraft travels forward, downwash 

from the wings flow over the horizontal stabilizer, keeping the nose level.  If the aircraft stalls, a 

slightly nose heavy plane in conjunction with the horizontal stabilizer will cause the nose to point 

downward gently, restoring normal airflow and stabilized flight.  This is the usual manufacturers set 

up of your aircraft.  You can test this by flying your aircraft inverted at a 45-degree angle climb and 

noting how far up you need to push your elevator stick.  A slight upward push is usually common on 

most builds with manufacturer’s recommendations. 

 Most of us know, if the CG is too far forward, then more upward elevator trim is required to 

keep the nose level reducing the amount of travel available to pitch up.  In a stall, the nose will pitch 

down and you may not have enough elevator to sufficiently pull out of a dive.  If the CG is too far 

back, then the plane wants to constantly nose upward, which forces you to apply downward 

elevator.  In a stall, the plane won’t nose down, making it difficult to restore airflow over the wings, 

and spin making it often impossible to recover. 

 However, if the CG is off the aircraft’s centerline, either to the left or right, the plane will tend to 

roll towards its heavier side.  To compensate, most pilots will simply apply appropriate aileron trim 

and this will usually straighten the aircraft in forward upright level flight.  However, what is not 

commonly known is that this can cause unfamiliar roll behavior of your aircraft and a tendency to 

spiral down and may require quick radio movement adjustments to recover when flying.  Hence it 

becomes equally important to check the lateral location of your CG when building an aircraft as 

unexpected flight characteristics may occur if the location of the CG is too far right or left of the 

centerline. 

 But why stop there?  How about when we add weight to our plane like changing out wheels for 

floats?  What happens to the CG then? 

 Simply put, the CG could move forward or backwards on the longitudinal axis and we would 

have to make adjustments accordingly as mentioned above as the movement of the CG along the 

longitudinal axis has the greatest impact.  However, in the case of exchanging wheels to floats, it will 

also shift down vertically below the centerline as the floats weigh more than the wheels.  How might 

this impact the flight characteristics of our aircraft?  For simplicity, I will not mention the addition of 

drag or thrust to the system as this article is more concerned with the impact of the CG on the flight 

characteristics of the aircraft in simplistic terms. 

 Let’s look first at adding weight to the top of the fuselage of our 

aircraft as depicted on the right.  The additional weight added above the 

fuselage would vertically lift the CG above the position it normally would 

be if the weight was not added to the aircraft.  In flight without sideslip (not 

banking) the weight of the aircraft is straight down so there will be minimal 
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cont….Impact of  CG on the Stability/Flight Performance of  Aircraft 

impact.  However, when the aircraft turns, the extra weight on the top would generate a side force 

and therefore would require more care to prevent potential wild banks or stalls of one wing.  In fact, 

if there is not enough deflection in the ailerons, you may not be able to stabilize the aircraft.  

Furthermore, the side force in a roll maneuver would induce a larger roll radius at the front of the 

plane than normally would occur if the extra weight was not added (again in simple terms). 

 Exchanging wheels for floats would add weight to the lower 

half of the fuselage and hence vertically lower the CG of your 

aircraft.  As the aircraft depicted to the right has a wing placement 

on top of the fuselage, the effect of banking would create a more 

stabilizing effect as the side force created from the extra weight 

attempts to counter act the sideslip and attempt to steady the 

plane in forward upright flight.  This effect is similar to the keel of 

a sail boat, and its ability to prevent it from tipping over in high 

winds.  Since most of us fly trainers in the winter, we simply notice 

the plane has greater difficulty rolling and adjust our piloting accordingly. 

 With that said, more concern should be given to mid-wing aerobatic 

rc planes (Extra 300) and the location of the CG in comparison to the 

longitudinal axis.  It is with these aircraft that you really see the impact of 

moving the CG either vertically up or down as the aircraft roll 

characteristics and aerobatic capabilities can be greatly impacted by the 

side force generated by the extra weight. 

 In conclusion it is with no surprise that taking your time to balance your plane along its axes will 

make for greater stability in flight, require less trimming and in turn will give you a more enjoyable 

flying experience. 

 

Have a great summer flying everyone.  See you at the field. 

Aldo Agostini 

 

Some online References: 

https://aviation.stackexchange.com/questions/32851/how-does-a-vertically-higher-center-of-gravity-

affect-handling 

https://aviation.stackexchange.com/questions/30541/what-is-the-difference-between-a-forward-aft-

high-and-low-center-of-gravity 

https://aerocorner.com/blog/keel-effect/ 

https://aviation.stackexchange.com/questions/32851/how-does-a-vertically-higher-center-of-gravity-affect-handling
https://aviation.stackexchange.com/questions/32851/how-does-a-vertically-higher-center-of-gravity-affect-handling
https://aviation.stackexchange.com/questions/30541/what-is-the-difference-between-a-forward-aft-high-and-low-center-of-gravity
https://aviation.stackexchange.com/questions/30541/what-is-the-difference-between-a-forward-aft-high-and-low-center-of-gravity
https://aerocorner.com/blog/keel-effect/
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OMFC Meeting Dates for 2022 

 Date     Agenda 

Apr. 4 (Monday)  Virtual & In Person  
May 2 (Monday)  Virtual & In Person - Beauty Contest 

OMFC 2022 Executive 

President:    Rick Wilson   president@omfc.org 

Vice-President:   Denis Loo 

Past President:   Vacant 

Field Manager:   Umberto Di Marco 

Social  Director:   Jim Daly 

Fliteline Editor:   Steve Goldring  flitelineeditor@omfc.org 

Secretary/Treasurer:  Steve Goldring  sec-treas@omfc.org 

     20 Mineola Road E., U32 
     Mississauga, Ont.  L5G 4N9 
     Telephone:  416-346-0401 
      

Chief Flying Instructor:  Aldo Agostini  cfi@omfc.org 

Webmaster:   Steve Goldring  webmaster@omfc.org 

Municipalities Liaison:  Vacant 

OMFC Event Dates for 2022 

Date      Event        Event Contact 

April 24    Swap Meet     (Unifor Hall) events@omfc.org 
May ?? TBD   Flight School    (??)   cfi@omfc.org 
Jun.11(12)    Electric Fun Fly    (OMFC Field) events@omfc.org 
June 19    AirShow     (OMFC Field) events@omfc.org 
Jul.16-17    J. Eichenberg Mem. Pattern Cont. (OMFC Field) events@omfc.org 
Aug.20(21)    Family Fun Fly    (OMFC Field) events@omfc.org 
Sep.24(25)    Pilot’s Fun Fly    (OMFC Field) events@omfc.org 
(Rain Date)  

mailto:president@omfc.org
mailto:president@omfc.org
mailto:flitelineeditor@omfc.org
mailto:sec-treas@omfc.org
mailto:cfi@omfc.org
mailto:webmaster@omfc.org

